Amazonas, Brazil

11 th –––– 21st September 2020

The O MATO
												Experience

A divers program - from top-notch parties,
dedicated to almost every genre of music, over
collective adventures to cultural encounters.
As the event continues for ten days, there will
be enough time for everyone to partake at each
activity, which are all taking place at least twice
throughout the event. As soon as you reach our
venue you can have an overview of all the choices
at our office and compile your personal program.

–––––––

Tours

–––––––

Workshops

–––––––

Activities
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Venue

Cheiro do Mato: Tree-lined black waters to swim in,
unique wildlife in all colors and sizes, and innumerable
shades of jungle. Located next to Anavilhanas National
Park and Rio Apuau, the peninsular premises make a
genuinely raw but adequate base for your adventures.

Tours
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There are many ways to explore the Amazon.
At the Experience you will travel by foot, by
ship and by boat. Bear in mind that with all
its beauty and vastness, this area remains one
of the world’s last largely unexplored refuges.
To guarantee safety as well as quality service,
all tours are being realized in cooperation
with our partner Amazonasreisen. The local
guides involved are very experienced and have
been working with us since day one.
Basic tours are included in all Full-Pass tickets. For further expeditions prices vary
between 5-25€ (waterfall expedition excluded). Check the price indication $.

Tours
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Jungle Hike

Introduction / Advanced

Our peninsula is directly connected to native rainforests, home to
the highest diversity of species on this planet. Take a hike into the
jungle to catch a glimpse of this environment. While the introduction
tour departs straight from our venue, the advanced version gets
you further off the beaten track, as a boat drops your crew off
somewhere along the shores, from where you hike back. Either way
you will be able to closely experience the flora and fauna with the
assistance of a native guide.

Duration:
1 & 3 hrs

Price:
included / $

Adventure:
3/5

Capacity:
10 P

Tours
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Boat Tour
Introduction / Advanced

Our venue lies just on the other riverside of Anavilhanas National
Park. This natural paradise composes hundreds of islands and is
widely known for the pink dolphins living there.
On this tour you will jump on one of our boats and explore the
labyrinth of islands, channels and lakes around Cheiro do Mato.
With a bit of luck you get the chance to spot a dolphin, toucan or
other exotic species.

Duration:
1&3h

Price:
included / $

Adventure:
2/5

Capacity:
6P

Tours
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Night in the Jungle

Spending a night in the jungle
is all about getting further off
the grid: You will start off with a
boat ride to find a nice and quiet
spot to spend the night at. As
soon as the camp is set up, you
collectively prepare your meal
on the campfire. Those who dare
might join the locals on a nightly
jungle walk.
Duration:
1 night

Price:
$$

Adventure:
5/5

Capacity:
7P

Tours
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Wild Waters

The wild waters boat tour will lead you through some of the
countless meandering branches of the Rio Negro. Follow the lead
off the beaten track for a while and you will encounter beautiful rock
formations. Once there, have some fruits in one of the fresh natural
pools or explore the area for wildlife. Bringing along your hammock
for a casual nap will make the stay even nicer.

Duration:
3 hrs

Price:
$$

Adventure:
3/5

Capacity:
14 P

Tours
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Waterfall Expedition
A two day journey upstream
the Rio Apuau, deeply secluded
in the woods, lies a hidden
waterfall. Seeking it out is by no
means easy: This trip leads you
and your crew across floodplain
forests, through narrow river
channels right into the jungle.
Be ready to experience nature
on a whole different level and
bond over an adventure only few
people get to live through.
Duration:
2 Days

Price:
$$$

Adventure:
5/5

Capacity:
7P

Tours
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Visit the local community

Duration:
3 hrs

Price:
$

If you want to see how the native
people of the Amazon live, pay
them a visit in one of the three
surrounding settlements.
The so-called caboclos have both
indigenous and European/NorthEast-Brazilian roots. As most of them
move to bigger cities in hope for
work, the remaining settlers gather
in small communities. As they invite
us over, you will get the chance to
see how they live their daily life,
walk around colorful houses and
watch how they cultivate their food.

Adventure:
2/5

Capacity:
10 P

Workshops
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Workshops are a great way to impart knowledge among
people. Mostly held by natives, these events challenge you
to learn something useful and connect with the local people
on a more handy level. Apart from traditional offerings we
also have some modern courses up on board this year.

Workshop
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Fruits from
											the Jungle
Ever heard of Umari, Abrico or Tapereba? The
Amazon harbors many vegetables, fruits and
nuts that even the locals rarely get to enjoy.
In this workshop you will learn how to distinguish
these exotic goods and how to make them
edible.

Duration:
1,5 h

Adventure:
1/5

Price:
$

Capacity:
10 P
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Workshops

Herbal
				Lecture
Did you know that most antibiotics
used today have their origins in the
Amazon tropics? Indeed the rainforest
bears hundreds of plants that can be
used and processed to cure all kinds
of maladies. Explore the hemostatic
effects of the Lacre tree or the wideranging effects of Copaiba oil in one
of our Herbal Knowledge workshops,
where you will craft your personal
plant-based medication together with
a local specialist.

Duration:
1,5 hrs

Price:
$

Adventure:
1/5

Capacity:
10 P

Workshop
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Fishing

From the up to one meter large
Tucunare to the small but sharptoothed Piranha, the waters
of the Rio Apuau bear a huge
diversity of sweet water fish.
Fishing is a family business
among the locals, who take off
by night to set their nets. Follow
a native on this nightly routine
and learn about their knowledge
and methods.

Duration:
1-2h

Price:
$

Adventure:
3/5

Capacity:
5P

Activities
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With these activities you can get to know the venue and surrounding
area from different perspectives: From collective sports tournaments
with the local communities to individual excursions with a private
canoe, the experience is up to you! We will also provide a range of fun
gadgets at our office.
–––– Fishing

–––– Foot/Volleyball

–––– Jungle Cinema

–––– Wakeboarding

–––– Canoeing

–––– Swimming

–––– Yoga

–––– Tabletennis

